Abstract. A general class of finite-difference approximations to a parabolic system of differential equations in a bounded domain fi is considered. It is shown that if a solution Uh of the discrete problem converges in a discrete L1 norm to a solution U of the continuous problem as the mesh size A tends to zero, then the difference quotients of Uh converge to the corresponding derivatives of U, the convergence being uniform on any compact subset of Q. In particular, Uh converges uniformly on compact subsets to U as h tends to zero, provided there is convergence in the discrete L1 norm. The main part of the paper is devoted to the establishment of an a priori estimate for the solutions of the discrete problem. This estimate is then used to derive the stated result.
1. Introduction. Let Í2 be a bounded domain in R1+i. The points in Rl+d will be denoted by X = (i, x) = (r, xu • • -, xd). In 0 we consider the inhomogeneous system of differential equations (1.1) LU=D,U-X) AaDxU=F, I ai ÍM where the N-vector F(t, x) and the N X N matrices A a(t, x) are in C"(ü). We also assume that the differential operator L is parabolic in ti in Petrovskiï's sense, which implies that any solution of (1.1) is in C°(S2).
Let X be a positive constant and let h and k be positive parameters such that k = \hM. We introduce the mesh { X G R1+d: X -(v0k, v¡h, ■ ■ ■ , vdh), vt integers), and denote by Qh the set of meshpoints in Ü. Let the difference operator Lh be consistent with the differential operator L and be determined by L" U(t, x) = kTx S2 Mr, x, h) U{t, x + vh) -¿>,(f, x, h) U(t -k,x + vh)], where a, and b, are smooth Ar X TV matrix valued functions. Furthermore, we require that Lh is parabolic in Q in the sense of F. John. Then we approximate (1.1) by the equation where Mh is an operator consistent with the identity operator and ü°h is, for instance, the maximal subset of tih in which LhU and MJJ are determined by the values of t/inil Let U be a solution of (1.1) and Uh be a solution of (1.2) . Further, let ^ CC 0a CC Í2 and set Í2^ = ft¡ H {X: t g 7}, í = 1, 2. Our result is that if (1.2) approximates (1.1) with order of accuracy p and the same holds for the difference operator Qh and the differential operator Q, then To derive (1.3), we start by proving, in Section 2, three lemmas, which are consequences of our assumptions about the operator Lh. In Section 3, we use these lemmas to prove an a priori inequality for the difference quotients of functions V defined in the meshpoints. This inequality essentially states that \\d:V\\h,a,T £C(\\LkV\\h.a,T+ \\V\\k,a.T), h^h0, \a\ g M, TER.
In Section 4, we combine the a priori inequality with the discrete Sobolev inequality to obtain (1.3). Finally, in Section 5, we illustrate our results by two simple examples. The methods used in Section 3 are to a great extent taken from [11] , where results similar to ours were proved for the elliptic case. Related questions for the pure initial-value problem for the homogeneous counterparts of (1.1) and (1.2) have been considered by Thomée [10] and Widlund [12] . In this case, convergence of the discrete solution Uh to the exact solution U is not assumed, but is part of the result.
I wish to thank Professor Vidar Thomée for suggesting the problem and for his constant encouragement during the writing of this paper.
2. Notation and Preliminaries. Let Q be a bounded domain in PZ*d. The points in R1+i will be written X = (t, x) with x E Rd-If fii is a domain such that fij C OE, we shall write Í2, CC OE. Unless otherwise stated, all the functions considered have their values in the A^-dimensional complex vector space. For N-vectors V = (vu ■ ■ ■ , vZ) we use the Euclidean norm \V\ = (%2 ]t\|2)1/2 and for N X N matrices A the induced norm \A\ = sup {\AV\ :\V\ = 1}. If A is an N X N matrix, we let X,04), j = 1, • • • , N, denote the eigenvalues and p(A) denote the spectral radius, i.e. max |X,-(/4.)|.
Greek letters a, ß, y, p, v, will denote J-dimensional multi-indices with integral components. If a = (a¡, ■ ■ ■ , ad) is such an index, we shall write |«| = X) l^l-We define the translation operators T\TX by T\Tat U(t, x) = U(t + jk, x + ah) and the difference operators d" d" and dm, by where / is the identity operator and e, is the z'th unit vector in Rd. If the integer j and the a.'s are nonnegative, we will use the notation
Note that these definitions depend on the positive numbers k and h. However, we preferred not to indicate this in the notation. Also, we shall frequently suppress the subscripts t and x. Now, consider a differential operator L defined by
where the N X N matrices Aa(t, x) are assumed to be in C"°(Q). This operator is said to be parabolic in Í2 in Petrovskiï's sense if for any I£ 0 there is a positive constant C such that max Ue \J £ Att(X)(il;)a)) rg -C \t\", £ E R\ T = Ef ■ ■ ■ £,".
Throughout this paper, we shall assume that the positive parameters k and h satisfy a relation k = \hM, X = constant. Let C^(ü, h) be the set of N X N matrix valued functions A = A(X, h) such that for any fij CC OE, ^ is infinitely differentiable in 0, X [0, h0] for some positive A0. We then approximate the differential operator L by a difference operator Lh given by
where the operators Ah and Bh have the same form, e.g.
A = E *.(f. -v, ml, a, E Ck(Q, h), K < co .
IHSK
We say that Lh is consistent with L in £2 if for any U E C"(ß) and any I£il
Lft is said to be a consistent operator if it is consistent with some differential operator of the form (2.1). Since Lh is assumed to be consistent with L, we find by taking U(t.
This means that, for fixed t, Lemma 2.2 in [11] applies, giving
where the coefficients cay satisfy (2.3). The construction in that lemma shows that ca, C C%(Q, h) and hence P,, = PhT~tl has the stated properties. From (2.3), we infer that Pk is consistent with P(DX). Thus, we have for any U E C"(Q) and any
and, by taking U(t, x) = tU(x), we get ^v a,(t, x, 0) = /, which implies the consistency of Ah with /. This completes the proof of the lemma. We now introduce the principal parts A°h, B°k, and L°k of the operators Ah, Bh, and Lh, respectively, namely Al = £ a,(t, x, 0m, Ll = l-(Al -ß°77'),
where B°h is defined in the same way as A°h. If Lh is a consistent operator, we find from Lemma 2.1 We shall assume that for any Í2t CC 0 there is a positive constant C such that (2.5) |det A¡(j¡, X)\£C, i£ß"
Consequently, the following notation makes sense:
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Definition. The operator Lh in (2.2) is said to be parabolic in 0 in the sense of F. John [4] if it is consistent and if for any Sí, CC Í2 there is a positive constant C such that (2.5) is satisfied and (2.6) p(£Î(î, X)) g 1 -Ck lír, |Ä0| è t, *G Qi-
The next lemma will be fundamental for the a priori estimate in Section 3. Lemma 2.2. IfLh is aparabolic difference operator in ti, there exists for any Í2, CC ß a constant C0 such that \LI(t,H, X)-'\ ^ C0 lír", ? * 0, |g,| g», ZC B,.
iVoo/. We have Lj(r, 0 = (l/k)A°h(0(I -e~ikT£^Q) and so it is enough to prove that |(/ -e-^EXOT1] á C/(k |£|M). But we know (Lemma 3.4 in [10] ) that
uniformly for X E fii and hence we get for £ ?* 0 -xr'Û(r,0 -âxa(0c7(r,0.
We shall consider also the space ¡l of functions U defined on the mesh {x G R* ■ x = vA} and such that £, liZ^A))2 < <». In this space the counterparts of the facts above are obvious. Now let the principal part operator L°k be parabolic and have coefficients which are independent of X. It then follows from above that (L°hUf(T, 0 = LI(t, 0c/(t, 0, and hence for £ ^ 0 we have (dxUf(r, 0 = dx(Ç)Ll(r, 0_1(L°(7)>, 0. This is the key to the following lemma, which gives a representation for daxU(t, x), \a\ = M. Lemma 2.3. Let L°h be the principal part of a parabolic difference operator with coefficients independent of (t, x) and let T and T0 be real numbers. Suppose that U is a mesh-function such that U(Jk, Let \a\ = M. For meshpoints (t, x) we denote the right member in (2.7) by H(t, x). By Lemma 2.2, |d"(0L°(r, 0_1| ^ constant, £ ¿¿ 0, and so H G /*,» and consequently also H(t, •) G l\-We claim that iï satisfies (2.8). This would imply the lemma. Taking Fourier transforms we see that L°hH = d"xF and hence it only remains to prove that H(jk, x) = 0 for j è 0. But
where the mesh-function G has the Fourier transform ô = d"(0L|¡(r, 0_I, and so it suffices to prove that G(jk, x) = 0 for j < 0. We have, for j < 0, dt (2x),+dG0*, *) -* f I"/" *""(/ -e-^ito-1 dr] dXSAlWTV
since the condition (2.6) shows that the function (/ -z£j(0)_1, £ ^ 0, is analytic in z for |z| g 1 and the inner integral thus is equal to zero. The proof is complete. We also state the Leibniz rule which will be used frequently in the technical calculations later on. 3. An Interior a Priori Estimate. For any set Q in Rl+d and any real number T, we put QT = {(t, x) G 0 : t á r} and Í2" = {(t, x) G fi : (í, x) = (/£, vh), j, vt integers, k = \hM\. Further, for U G 3TC* we introduce the notation U\ ,a= (khd Z \U(X)\2) This norm is, however, unsuitable for the application in Section 4. In order to be able to handle the implicit case, Ak ?± I, we define the fractional difference operators d\ by
Note that df = d,. We often omit the subscript /. The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be carried out in several steps. We first treat a principal part operator with constant coefficients and derive an estimate valid for U G 2D»(0), where 3öA(fi) = [U G 3TC» : U(X) = 0 for X G filLemma 3.1. Let Ü C -R1+d ¿>e a bounded domain. Also, let L°h be the principal part of a parabolic difference operator with coefficients independent of X. Then, there is a constant C0 (which depends only on the constants in the definition of parabolicity, on the bound of the coefficients in L°h, and on the spatial diameter of fi) such that Since Al has a bounded inverse on 11, we conclude from (2.4) and (3.3) that \\d,U\\h.T^ c(\\L°hU\\h,T+ E \\d:u\l.T) g C \\LlU\\h,T.
[f j y¿ 0 and j + \a\ g M, we thus have, using (3.2), 0.4) ||äidrr/||,,r = llÄ^-'ä.ari/lkr g c\\d,u\\h,T g c \\L0bu\\h,T.
Together, (3.3) and (3.4) prove the lemma. Our first step towards an inequality for an operator with variable coefficients is the following:
Lemma 3.2. Let L°h be the principal part of a difference operator which is parabolic in a bounded domain fi C R1+d-Then, for any fit CC fi, there are positive constants C", h0 and e0 such that, ifh^h0
and TER, we have we have according to the preceding lemma with some constant C¡ independent of AT» E \\d'' daU\\h.T g C, ||L¡Uo)l/||».r, Agi, U E 2D"(fi,).
On the other hand, it is readily shown, using (2.4) and the regularity assumptions on a, and c"" that for sufficiently small h0 and e0,
which evidently completes the proof. We next extend this result to arbitrary functions in 35,(12 0. Lemma 3.3. Let Lh be a difference operator which is parabolic in a bounded domain fi C P-1+d-Then, for any fii CC fi, there are positive constants C" and h0 such that 
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The estimates (3.5)-(3.7) prove the lemma. To prove Theorem 3.1, we have to reduce the subscript M -1 in Lemma 3.3 to zero. This can be done using a discrete analogue of a norm used by Friedrichs in his investigations on elliptic differential equations (cf. [2] and [11] ). Let fi be a bounded domain and let fix CC fi2 CC fi. Take a scalar valued and nonnegative function <t> G Co(fi2) with <¡> = 1 in 0,. We introduce the norms l|£>lli*i.r= E \\4>m+*a*d?d;U\\h.a.T, OáiáM.
m+|a|s»
We now give a sequence of three lemmas concerning these norms. For simplicity, we shall write T'" = T\T"X and di,a = d\d"x. and then, using the Schwarz inequality and (3.8), we find that (3.13) \\<pS-1dmd"U\\lT ^ C\\U\\l%,T-\\U\\l%-2,T.
If m = 0, it follows from the argument in the corresponding proof in [11] that (3.13) holds. From (3.13) and the induction assumption, we may conclude ||tf||tt-i.r ^ |||tf||i*i.r+ C( \\U\\lk%-2.T = ¿ l|tf||¡%., + i ||c/||i%_lir + |c" ||íy||¿*o.r.
This proves the lemma. It is now possible for us to prove Theorem 3.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first prove the theorem for the case r = s = 0. We assume that h is small so that the lemmas apply. We have (3.14) llülki.oA* + \\U\\h,0.M,u,T ^ \\U\\k%,T, To do this, we first notice from Lemma 2.1 that
We infer from the Leibniz rule and Lemma 3.4 that
úc E \\(raß4>M)hdu\\h.T + c\\u\\l%.T^c\\u\\i%^,T.
101-1,>■
The second term, Q, is estimated in a similar way and therefore (3.18) follows. Indeed, our use of the operators dm, was necessary for the estimation of \\(T"dß(pM)hdU\\h,T = \\(T'dß4>M)~dM-lU\\h.T in the inequality for P. In the explicit case, Ah = I, the first part of P would disappear and we could do without the operators d?. Using (3.17), (3.18), and Lemma 3.6, we transform (3.16) into \\U\\l%,T è C(||L"t/||",ß2r+ ||t/||,,B.r).
Thus, by (3.14), we have proved (3.1) for r = s = 0. By induction on s, we deduce after some computation which is the statement for r = 0. Finally, (3.1) follows for arbitrary r, s from (3.19) by induction on r.
4. Convergence of Difference Quotients. Now, consider in a bounded domain fi C Rl+i the equation
where L is a parabolic differential operator and F G C"(fi) is a given A^-vector valued function. It is then known that any solution belongs to C"(fi) (see e.g. [1] ). For each value of the positive parameter h, we introduce a mesh {X E R1+i '■ X = (Jk, vh), j, v¡ integers, k = XAM}, where M is the order of the operator L, and denote by fi,, as before, the set of meshpoints in fi. Let Lk be a parabolic difference operator consistent with L in fi. Further, let Mk be an operator of the form j
MkU{t, x) = E E m,.,{t, x, h)U(t -6¡k, x + vh), i-\ \vlsK 0 g 9; g 1, m,,, G C£(fi, A).
This operator is required to be consistent with the identity operator. We then approximate (4.1) by the difference equation
where fi£ is a subset of fi, such that for any fii CC fi, we have filt, C fi£ for h small enough, and such that LkU and MkU are determined in Q°k by the values of U in fi. Any function Uh defined in fi, and satisfying (4.2) is called a solution of (4.2). We say that (4.2) approximates (4.1) with order of accuracy p if for any U G C"(fi) and any X G fi,
We observe from (4.2) that the operator Mk has no effect on our problem if F = 0. In fact, operators of this type were introduced to get the same rate of convergence for the Cauchy problem for certain inhomogeneous differential equations as for the corresponding homogeneous ones (cf. [3] ).
We shall consider scalar differential operators Q and difference operators O, which for simplicity are assumed to be of the form In particular, choosing Qk = Q = /, we see that convergence in the norm ||-1|,,a, implies uniform convergence in fij. In order to prove the theorem, we need a result due to Sobolev [9] . To state this we introduce additional notation. Let w be a bounded set in Rd. For functions V defined on the cubic mesh \x G Rd '■ x = vh), we set 1/2 wv\\h.. = u e iF&*)i,y v\\h",a = E n*:m».. /Voo/L The proof will consist of two parts, each of which is an application of the Sobolev inequality. First, we note that, according to that inequality, there is a constant C such that for any t = In the case T ¡z T2, which is treated similarly, we must prove this inequality instead for T¡ < t = jk < T2. The Sobolev inequality for of = 1 shows that
where the constant C depends only on the difference T -TV It now remains to substitute the expression for g into the right member of (4.7). Let the integers R and S be such that (R -l)k g Tx < Rk and Sk Ú T < (S + l)k. We then have Proof of Theorem 4.1. It is evidently enough to prove the theorem for the case fi! = (Tu T2) X a;, with coj a domain in Rd and ß,CC fi2. Also, we may assume that T -Ti is bounded below by some positive number. We choose the domain fi4 such that fi2 CC fi4 CC fi and let h be small so that fi4., C Q». We then extend Uh in an arbitrary way to be a function in 311,. The triangle inequality gives (4.10) \QkUh -QUU.a.r g \Qh(Uk -lOkfe* + |(ß, -ß)t/|,.0lr.
Since Qh approximates Q with order of accuracy p and U G C"(fi), we have for the second term where h is the reciprocal of some positive integer. Let U be the solution of (5.1) and Uh be the solution of (5.2). By extending our mixed problems to pure initialvalue problems, we see from [12] (cf. [5] , [7] , and [8] which is parabolic for any fixed X, 0 < X < °°, we deduce easily analogous results (cf. also [6] ).
